Opportunity can come from anywhere. We
just have to be open to it.
UVM Continuing and Distance Education is pleased to offer a 20% price reduction to UVM staff ,
alumni, and affiliates on a variety of programs. Explore an area of interest, take a course to boost
your career, or challenge yourself with something completely out of your wheelhouse.
Enroll to take the full Certificate/Series/Short Course, or attend each seminar individually,
depending on your schedule and/or area of interest.
Choose from our extensive list of programs, including:
Professional Certificate in Leadership and Management–Learn valuable leadership skills from
industry experts in this series of eight, day-long seminars focusing on overcoming the business and
management challenges of today’s world.
Project Management Professional Certificate–Even the smallest projects can benefit from
project management processes. Through this interactive and case-based program delivered over a
series of five, day-long seminars, you will learn the tools and techniques you need to improve your
approaches and outcomes to both short- and long-term projects..
Healthcare Administration Professional Certificate online–In this time of healthcare system
disruption and dramatic change, learn to navigate a landscape that requires management of
systems, people, process, and technology.
Digital Marketing Fundamentals Professional Certificate–Today’s marketers need creative
strategies to connect with prospects and consumers in our ever-changing digital landscape. Learn
innovative digital marketing tactics from industry experts in this online course.
John Dewey Kitchen Institute–Learn the Deweyan Tenets to incorporate into your teaching, gain
an understanding about the complex dynamics of practical and theoretical learning within an
experiential setting, and cook, taste, and eat in this three-day course.
Winter Greens Short Course–In this three-day short course, you will learn to harness the heat of
the sun with passive solar greenhouses to maintain nutritious and green vegetable production
throughout the winter in Vermont.
Summer Medical School Prep Program–Prepare for the revised MCAT, build your clinical
experience with formal shadowing and medical simulation center activities, and get practice and
feedback on essential interviewing skills in this four-week course taught by the College of Medicine
Teaching Academy.
Food Co-op Development Professional Certificate–Grow your understanding of the unique
economic and social benfits of the cooperative business model and get an overview of the vision,
talent, systems, and capital that are required to successfully launch a new consumer-owned food
co-op.

Food Hub Management Professional Certificate–The first of its kind in the country, this program
combines hands-on, community-based online and on-campus learning to fortify and accelerate the
management skills of operational leaders of food hubs and other community-based food system
organizations.
Professional Certificate in Cannabis Science and Medicine–Medical marijuana laws are
changing nationwide, increasing the demand for knowledgeable professionals. Learn the
indications, counter- indications, benefits, and risks of cannabis and medical marijuana in this
seven-week, online course.
For more information about our programs, to read testimonials, or view the detailed schedule,
please visit us at learn.uvm.edu/search or call the Continuing and Distance Education Office at
802-656-2085.

